ChovAIMPACT HIGH RESISTANCE

®

CÓD. 58051 - ChovAIMPACT 5 AR
®
CÓD. 58054 - ChovAIMPACT 10 AR

DESCRIPTION
High quality polyethylene sheet, with
closed and sealed cells. Great resistance
to compression. (> 21 kPa).
Excellent aging behaviour with a minimal
thinning under continuous load. (< 10
%).

ChovAIMPACT HIGH RESISTANCE

ChovACUSTIC

INSTALLATION

1- The surface must be clean and free of
irregularities. If the material was
drilled will decrease its acoustic
efficiency.
2- Unroll
ChovAIMPACT®
ALTA
RESISTENCIA on the support.
3- Place the following length of material
making an overlap of about 10 cm. If
the sheet is 10 mm, sections will be
placed
contiguously.
Place
ChovASEAL adhesive tape on
overlap joints to ensure seal.
4- Place
ChovAIMPACT® BANDA in
pillars, perimetre walls and around
any other element likely to create an
acoustic bridge

5- Make a mortar slab of about 5 cm. It
will be armed or not depending on the
mortar type and the direction of the
work criteria.
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ChovAIMPACT HIGH RESISTANCE
THECNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

®

®

ChovAIMPACT 5 ChovAIMPACT 10
HIGH STRENGTH

HIGH STRENGTH

THICKNESS (mm)

5

10

DENSITY (kg/m3)

35

35

COMPRESSION RESISTANCE (kPa)

21

25

0,001

0,005

(-80 / + 80)

(-80 / + 80)

0,041

0,041

< 10 %

< 10 %

SOUNDPROOFING (dB)

20*

20**

DYNAMIC RIGIDITY (MN/m3)

11,9

7,9

70 x 1,5

42 x 1,5

105

63

WATER ABSORPTION (kg/m2)
WORKING TEMPERATURE (ºC)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (W/m·K)
THICKNESS DECREASE
UNDER CONTINUOUS LOAD (200 Kg/m2)

DIMENSIONS (m)
m2/ ROLL

STORAGE: The material must be kept from weather, sun light and stored upright.

* Theoretical calculation
** APPLUS 5.013.187 Test. Consult system file S03.

RECOMMENDED FOR.....
- Impact noise soundproofing in buildings (houses, hotels, schools, offices, …)
- Impact noise soundproofing in applications requiring high performances of mechanical
resistance (floating benches for machinery, parkings, …)
-
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Provided information matches up with data obtained in our own laboratories and/or accredited external laboratories. This product will maintain these characteristics on average. ChovA, S. A.
reserves the right to modify or cancel any parameter without previous notice. ChovA, S. A. guarantee is limited to the product quality. As for commissioning work, which do not participate, the
product installation instructions must be followed carefully. Soundproofing values may differ from those shown here due to improper execution of work. This technical file will be voided by
subsequent revisions and, if in doubt, request the latest revision

